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Tabbed Edge

Papilio Digital Media

Place the media into your printers manual feed or multi-purpose tray tabbed edge

1. first. The tabbed edge will prevent the media from separating from the liner while in
your printer. This allows for paper jams to be easily and quickly cleared should they
occur. We recommend feeding no more than 10 sheets of polyester media at a time
through your printer, to keep the printer from getting too hot and effecting image
quality. Always print on the glossy side of the media.

To print on the polyester media select “File” then “Print” and then “Properties”. Look

2. for a setting such as “Paper Type” “Media Type” or “Type”. Select “Plain Paper” as your
paper or media type. This will keep the temperature of the printers fuser unit to a
minimum, allowing the toner to bond to the glossy polyester film, but without getting
the polyester film too hot, which can cause jams, and image clarity problems.

3.

Our polyester media is broadly compatible with most newer high heat color laser
printers. While printers vary, some general rules apply. If the toner is not properly
bonding, and able to be wiped off with your fingers change the print setting from
“Plain Paper” to “Recycled” or “Bond Paper”. If your printer lacks these paper settings,
look for a setting such as: “75-105 g/m2” or “Light Glossy”. This will moderately
increase the heat the material fuses out, allowing for better toner adhesion.
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4.

After the sheet has printed you can then remove the colored tab that was protecting
the media from causing a jam by peeling it away from the sheet gently. The tab will
come away cleanly leaving the entire sheet useable for your label(s). If using the
entire sheet as one label peel back 1-2” of the paper backing and apply that to your
surface. Slowly peel the rest of the backing away, gently smoothing out any air
bubbles as you proceed.

If your design includes more than one label per sheet, use a very sharp pair of scissors

5. or a craft knife to carefully cut out your individual designs. Cut as close to the edges of
your design as possible to minimize the surrounding white edge, this will minimize the
profile of your label, making it look more like part of the object, with less visible edge.
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TIP ?
This media can be removed and re-used. Store clings on the backing paper when not in use.
?
If printing for applying inside of a window or glass door, make sure to print in mirror or reverse image.
?
Always apply labels to a clean surface. Remove any residual dust, soot, or grease before application.
?
While applying, only press down on a small area of the label at a time to minimize air bubbles.
?
Do not use excessive pressure when applying, or the laser toner may smudge.
?
The best way to always avoid a paper jam is to load each sheet individually, one at a time.
?
If this media is not compatible with your printer, please try our line of laser printable polyester.

Disclaimer: Our media has been tested with numerous personal laser printers. The user
is responsible for determining suitability with his printer and application. The maximum
liability of the seller shall be to replace product found to be defective. Neither the
manufacturer nor the seller shall be held liable for any injury, direct or consequential,
arising out of the use of, or inability to use this paper/film.
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